Separate groups of pigeons matched wavelength stimuli in three-key delayed and simultaneous matching-to-sample tasks in which samples and comparisons could be viewed only when the birds positioned themselves directly in front of the keys. The birds' positioning movements indicated that they frequently chose a comparison without ever seeing its alternative. These observational data were used to generate a theory of matching behavior based on the discriminability of the stimuli and decision processes (Markov) governing choice responding. "Match" criteria are proposed whereby comparison stimuli are accepted as matches to the sample if they meet these criteria. Comparisons not meeting these criteria are rejected as matches and produce observational switches to the alternative comparison where the decision process is repeated. Match criteria were shown to be manipulable and were made stricter by requiring the pigeons to make more difficult discriminations and thereby notice more subtle hue differences. Tests with two nonmatching comparison stimuli demonstrated that in unusual situations in which the mismatch is great, the pigeons relaxed their criteria during the trial.
task, and how do they account for the lack of a matching concept? Premack (1978) contended that pigeons respond preferentially to certain absolute stimulus characteristics; they always choose the familiar comparison stimulus instead of the novel one irrespective of the sample stimulus. Carter and Eckerman (1975) , on the other hand, contended that pigeons respond to the sample-comparison relation and only specific "if . . . then . . . " relations are learned. Gumming et al. (1965) previously had made a proposal similar to that of Carter and Eckerman, but they hypothesized the added feature that pigeons coded the sample stimulus and chose comparison stimuli on the basis of code-comparison relations, transfer failure resulting from the pigeons' inability to code the sample stimulus.
Parallels can be drawn between attempts to explain strategies involved in matching to sample (MTS) and those to explain transfer effects from rats trained in single choicepoint mazes. There are obvious task similarities. The rat moves to the choice point in the T-or Y-maze and must choose which way to travel. In MTS, the pigeon must choose between the comparison stimuli. There has been a great deal more theorizing about strategies of rats in mazes than of pigeons in matching-to-sample tasks. Several such theories that have been successful in explaining much of the behavior of rats in mazes (including the overlearning reversal effect) may be collectively considered as response-selection theories (e.g., Hall, 1973; Mandler, 1966; Reid, 1953; S. Siegel, 1969; Spence, 1960; Tolman, 1938) . The stimuli are presented to the subject at the same time, but response-selection theories consider the simultaneous discrimination to be a pair of successive discriminations. The rat views Stimulus 1 and selects a right-turning response or a left-turning one. Such theories are strongly supported by the vicarious trialand-error (VTE) behavior emitted by the rats: "They tended to enter one arm of the maze and retrace if confronted with S-in that arm. During overtraining, this behavior was gradually eliminated and replaced by choice-point scanning behavior" (Mandler, 1968, p. 110) . More direct evidence that rats confronted with such discriminations will break down the simultaneous discrimination into several successive discriminations comes from a clever series of transfer experiments from simultaneous to successive discriminations (Pullen & Turney, 1977) and by experiments in which rats had to "peek" under hinged doors to see the individual stimuli (S. Siegel, 1969) . The response-selection approach allows the results to be modeled by Markov processes which may reveal the underlying strategies used by the subjects to perform the task (Atkinson, 1960; Bower, 1959 Bower, , 1962 Estes, 1960; Spence, 1960; Still, 1976) .
There are no logical reasons why pigeons matching stimuli in Skinner boxes cannot be similarly characterized. But there are some practical reasons that make this characterization difficult. Pigeons move their heads (and consequently their eyes) so rapidly that the VTE analogue (visually orienting toward one comparison stimulus and then toward the other one) may occur in a fraction of a second. Roberts and Grant (1978) nevertheless suggested a response-selection characterization of pigeons matching to sample in order to model results from multiple-sample MTS experiments: "The model assumes that upon presentation of the comparison stimuli, a pigeon will sample one stimulus first. If the E [elicited peck] process operates and/or the M [memory] process yields a match response, the pigeon will peck the key. Should the E process fail to operate and the M process yield a nonmatch response, the alternative key will be pecked automatically" (p. 80). They did not, however, observe their subjects or record any VTE. Roberts and Grant's model shares some features with the one developed in this article: The pigeons observe the stimuli individually and select a response (match/nonmatch) on the basis of its absolute appearance.
Much of the data to be presented in this article are observations of the pigeons as they perform the MTS task. The wavelength stimuli were controlled precisely and were recessed behind the pecking keys so that the pigeons' orientations toward the stimuli (and VTE) could be observed and recorded. The model is a response-selection model (basically a random-walk-with-absorbing-barriers model, similar in many respects to Bower's, 1959, Model B) , coupled with a decision-process model (similar to signal-detection-theory models) for determining and explaining changes in transition state probabilities. This latter feature allows, among other things, the separation of transition state changes arising from criteria changes as distinct from those arising from detectability changes.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined performance of pigeons on a delayed-matching task and their orientations toward the individual stimuli. The sequence of their orientations and comparison stimulus choices reveals some important aspects about their strategies used in performing delayed matching to sample (DMTS).
Method
Subjects. The subjects were three 9-yr-old White Carneaux pigeons from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant in Sumter, South Carolina. They were maintained on a 14:10 hr lights-on/lights-off cycle, with water and grit continuously available. Daily experimental sessions were conducted 5 days each week, provided that the pigeons were 77%-83% of their free-feeding weights; individual hopper times in the behavioral task were adjusted to maintain their weights. They had extensive matching experience prior to the collection of data for this experiment, at least 700 daily sessions with the 88 different wavelengths and the particular delay intervals used in this experiment.
Apparatus. A diagram of the optical apparatus is shown in Figure 1 . There were three light paths, one for each of the three stimulus displays behind each of the three pecking keys. The single light source was a 150-W xenon arc lamp. Wavelengths of light were produced by three Bausch and Lomb high-intensity monochromators, with entrance and exit slits selected to produce 5-nm bandpasses at half-peak intensity. The intensities of the three light paths were separately controlled by pairs of circular neutral-density filters. The circular neutral-density filters and monochromators were positioned by precision stepping motors via gear-train mechanisms designed and constructed "in-house." Positioning reliability far exceeded the sensitivity of our calibration equipment which can resolve angstrom wavelength differences and .001 log-unit density differences. The entire optical system was housed in integral, rigidly supported aluminum tubes and boxes which maintained a lighttight, dust-free, and aligned system over years of use.
The three light paths projected into the experimental chamber via aluminum tubes which terminated 42.8 mm behind color-clear glass paddles mounted on BRS/LVE No. 1348 pigeon pecking keys. The center path made a detour over the top of the right one via four mirrors in an inverted U-shaped tube assembly. The stimuli projected upon ground-glass screens, which were mounted in the end of each light tube, constructed of two pieces of ground glass with the ground surfaces placed together. An image of the grating projected upon these ground-glass screens, and its size (2.68 mm wide X 15.88 mm high), were precisely defined by using the thin metal plates from dismantled Bausch and Lomb "Entrance B" slits.
The experimental chamber consisted of a double compartmental box, separable at the stimulus panel to facilitate cleaning and calibration of stimuli wavelengths and intensities. The subject's portion was 609 X 381 X 487 mm, and it was coated with white pigmented fiberglass (including the stimulus panel) and sanded to a matte finish. The three color-clear glass pecking keys were spaced 51 mm apart and 254 mm from the chamber floor. They required a force of approximately .15 N through a distance of approximately 2 mm for actuation. A grain hopper was centrally located 127 mm below the center pecking key. A house light, centered in the ceiling of the subject's portion produced a luminance of approximately 2.16 cd/m 2 from the chamber walls from a General Electric No. 1156 bulb. The house light was turned on only during intertrial intervals.
Stimulus wavelengths were calibrated with the use of an Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier (EG & G) 560 spectroradiometer positioned in front of each light path with the ground-glass screens and apertures removed. Because only selected wavelengths were used (Wright, 1978, Table 1 ), the spectroradiometer was set to a desired wavelength, and the monochromator was then stepped to produce this wavelength. Variability of wavelength reproducibility was a small fraction of an angstrom (angstrom = .1 nm).
The stimulus intensities were calibrated with an EG & G 580 radiometer which was positioned at the end of a light tube with the ground-glass screens and apertures in place. For each wavelength to be used in the experiment, the desired radiometer reading was computed, taking into account the sensitivity of the radiometer and the photometric sensitivity of the pigeon (Blough, 1957) . The neutral density wedge was then rotated until this desired reading was obtained. Each neutral density wedge step produced approximately .0025 log-unit change in neutral density, and so the desired intensity values could be produced and duplicated with an accuracy far exceeding the behavioral measures from which they were derived. These step numbers for the neutral density wedge positions were stored as pairs with their adjoining monochromator step numbers so that the computer could position each monochromator and density wedge unit as a pair.
The experimental dependencies, contingencies, stimulus control, data collection, and data analyses were automatically accomplished with a Hewlett-Packard 2100 minicomputer with a Diablo fixed disk system.
• Procedure. The basic procedure was a standard delayed matching-to-sample paradigm. A trial began with the offset of the chamber light and the display of a center-key sample stimulus behind the clear-glass center-key pecking paddle. An 8-sec fixed-interval observing response requirement (ORR) was timed during which center-key pecks were ineffective. The first peck after this ORR terminated the center-key sample stimr ulus and initiated a delay period of 5 sec for Pigeons Figure 1 . Diagram of optical system to produce three vertical bars of monochromatic light whose wavelength and intensity are separately controlled. (LS = xenon arc light source; HG = heat absorbing glass; L = lens; M = mirror; S = shutter; Mono = monochromator; DW = density wedge; B = baffle; SA = stimulus aperture; PK = pecking key; SP = stimulus panel. The solid outline of a pigeon is in its typical position in relation to the stimulus panel. The dotted outline of a pigeon is in its atypical position and is one that is the minimum distance from the stimulus panel to view all three stimuli simultaneously.) P4946 and P5144, and 6.4 sec for Pigeon P4263. Following the delay interval, the two comparison stimuli were displayed, one behind each of the two side pecking keys. A single response on either of the clear-glass side pecking keys terminated the trial and turned on the house light during the 6-sec intertrial interval. The house light was on only during intertrial intervals; its function was to maintain the subjects' state of light adaptation as well as to encourage differentiation between delay intervals and intertrial intervals.
Two types of trials were intermixed each session: training trials and test trials. On the 176 training trials, one side stimulus matched the center sample stimulus, and a response on the pecking key (in front of this matching side stimulus) was counted as a correct response. Correct responses were reinforced with access to mixed grain 30% of the time. Incorrect responses were never reinforced; they produced the 6-sec intertrial interval. The stimuli used on training trials were selected from 88 different wavelengths between S46 nm and 660 nm. The wavelengths were chosen to represent equal hue-discriminability steps for the pigeon (Wright, 1972 (Wright, , 1974 and are the first 88 values of a pigeon's equal hue-discriminability scale (Table 1 in Wright, 1978) . Each of these 88 stimuli appeared twice as the sample stimulus during the experimental session, and the matching comparison stimulus appeared once as the right side stimulus and once as the left side stimulus. The nonmatching (incorrect) comparison stimulus was always 44 discrimination steps (57 nm on the average) removed from the sample stimulus.
There were 72 test trials interspersed among the 176 regular training trials (total of 248 trials); in these trials neither side (comparison) stimulus matched the center sample stimulus, and reinforcement was unavailable. These test-trial comparison stimuli spectrally bracketed the sample stimulus, one to a shorter wavelength and one to a longer wavelength, and they were equally separated from the sample in hue distance. There were three different types of test trials (see Table 1 ): one in which the hue difference between the sample and comparison stimuli was large (44 steps), one in which it was moderate (22 steps), and one in which it was small (11 steps). The wavelength difference for the small spacing amounted to as little as 8 nm in the spectral area around 600 nm where the pigeons' hue discrimination is keen to as much as 23 nm in the far red where its hue discrimination is comparatively poor. Collectively, the numbers of test trials with small-moderate-large hue differences were equal at 24 for each test set. Four test sessions were conducted, but the results were so similar that only two were conducted in subsequent experiments, and results from only the first two in this experiment were used in the analysis.
The subjects' behavior during the task was observed through a closed-circuit infra-red TV camera system. A special false door to the subjects' portion of the experimental chamber was constructed to accommodate an infrared source and an infrared TV camera. Infrared was necessary because the trials were conducted in "darkness." It is well known that pigeons (like humans) are not sensitive to infrared wavelengths and were thus unable to see the infrared light. Movements of the pigeons in relation to the three stimuli were recorded on each trial by an observer and were matched to the subject's computer-recorded performance. The pigeons' orientation movements were easily recordable in this particular setting. Figure 1 shows that from their normal position in front of the stimulus panel, they could observe only one stimulus at a time and had to move in front of the key opening to see the stimulus behind it. They did not stand back from the stimulus panel and observe the stimuli from a single position as shown by the dashed outline of the pigeon in Figure 1 .
Reliability of the recording procedure was assessed by videotaping a session and scoring the session separately by four observers. Three independent observers agreed 99% (mean) with the experimenter. All recordings for these experiments were made "blind" by the experimenter, as there was no way to tell during the observations what stimuli were being shown to the pigeons.
Results
Performance by the three pigeons is shown in Figure 2 . Performance on the training trials (176 per session) is shown in the left two panels, and performance on the test trials (72 per session) is shown in the right three panels. The sum of the histograms for correct choices on training trials equals the total percentage correct and shows that this was an easy discrimination for the pigeons. The individual histograms represent the proportion of total training trials on which the pigeons made different numbers of observation switches from one side stimulus to the other before pecking a side key and terminating the trial. Hence, a zero switch means that it pecked the first side key observed. One switch means that it observed one side stimulus then switched over, observed and pecked the other side stimulus. Two switches means that the pigeon observed one side stimulus, switched over and observed (but did not peck) the other side stimulus and then switched back, reobserved and pecked the first observed side stimulus, and so on. These data are compiled without regard to whether the left or the right stimulus was first observed. Performance in the different switch categories between the two test sessions was highly correlated (r = .95), which was also typical of the other experiments.
The pigeons observed one particular side stimulus (either right or left) first on each trial: On 99% of the trials Pigeons P4263 and P5144 observed the left side stimulus first, and on 99% of the trials Pigeon P4946 observed the right side stimulus first. Furthermore, they pecked this first observed side key on slightly more than half of the trials (64%-70%>. Consequently, they never observed the alternative comparison stimulus on trials in which they made these first observed choices. On most of the remaining trials, they pecked the alternative side key after switching from the first observed side key. Most errors (93%) occurred to the first observed comparison stimulus. Even after correcting for opportunity, the mean error rate was 12.8% on the first observation and 2.8% thereafter, a statistically significant difference, t(2) = 19.5, p < .01. This is interesting because when more time has elapsed (when the pigeon switches to the alternative comparison) the error rate is less. A simple model of forgetting with time (e.g., Brown, 1958) would predict the opposite result.
Test trial results reveal some facets of matching performance that are not revealed by the training trial data. It is important to keep in mind, however, that test trials are anomalous matching trials, and their usefulness may be to exaggerate certain tendencies of normal matching performance. Test trials appeared infrequently, and training trial performance with and without test trials did not differ.
On small-hue-difference test trials, both comparison stimuli mismatched the sample by 11 hue-discrimination steps, which was only 25% of the hue difference between the sample and nonmatching comparison on training trials. The three pigeons pecked the first observed side-key comparison stimulus 96% of the time. Thus, these small hue differences almost always generated an ac- Results from an easy discrimination in a delayed matching-to-sample task (Experiment 1) plotted as the proportion of trials on which the pigeons made different numbers of switches between the comparison stimuli before choosing (pecking) one of them and terminating the trial. (On training trials, the switch proportions for correct and incorrect choices sum to 1.00. On test trials, the comparison stimuli do not match the sample stimulus and are equally spaced from it. The switch proportions are separately computed for each of the three categories.) ceptable match to the pigeons on the first observation.
On moderate-hue-difference test trials, both comparison stimuli mismatched the sample by 22 hue-discrimination steps, and the pigeons switched more than they did with small hue differences, t(2) = 43, p < .001. These comparison stimuli were less of an acceptable match than the ones of small hue difference. Choices of the first observed comparison stimulus (0 switch) decreased from 95% to 72% on the average. Choices of the alternative (1 switch) increased from 4% to 27%. There was an emergence of higher order switches: a return to a previously observed side-key comparison stimulus. On about 3% of these test trials, they reobserved and chose the first observed side-key comparison stimulus.
On large-hue-difference test trials, both comparison stimuli mismatched the sample by 44 hue-discrimination steps, and this is the same separation as the one between the sample and nonmatching comparison.
1 Not surprising, neither comparison was very acceptable as a match, and the pigeons switched even more than on moderate-hue-difference test trials, t(2) = 5.4, p < .05, sometimes as often as six times before pecking a particular comparison.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 reveal some interesting facts about the way in which the pigeons match stimuli, (a) The pigeons frequently do not observe both comparison stimuli before making their choice. If they did observe both, then the 0-switch category would be zero. Thus, the matching judgment is made on an absolute basis (not a comparative one); either it matches the pigeons' representation of the sample, or it does not match. If it matches, then the key is pecked; if not, a switch is made to the alternative comparison stimulus, (b) The error rate decreases for greater numbers of switches, which argues against decay or interference models as applied to a matching-to-sample short-term memory paradigm, (c) The test trial data show that the pigeons do not indiscriminately peck the alternative comparison stimulus after rejecting the first observed comparison stimulus as a match. If they did, then they would switch no more than once, even on test trials. But all birds occasionally made four switches, and one made six switches. Numbers of switches were a function of test-trial hue difference and index the degree to which different wavelengths will be accepted as a match.
Test trials were feasible because of precise wavelength control and because of knowledge of the pigeons' hue scale (Wright, 1972 (Wright, , 1974 . Training trial results only seldom show more than one switch and as such might lead one to conclude (erroneously) that if the first is rejected as a match, the second will be automatically (indiscriminately) chosen. Similar observations may have prompted Roberts and Grant (1978) to theorize that "the alternative key will be pecked automatically if the first is rejected as a match" (p. 80). Hall's (1973) "detour strategy" for rats in a modified Lashley jumping stand is similar: "They move to one position in the apparatus and, unless the negative stimulus is in that position, they jump. On those trials in which they are confronted by the S-in their preferred position they turn quickly away and jump to the other stimulus" (p. 172). Pullen and Turney (1977) conceptualized their rats' performance strategies in a two-choice discrimination box in a similar manner.
Possibly rats in two-choice discriminations, like pigeons in MTS tasks, do not indiscriminately choose the alternative when the first is rejected as a match. Perhaps, test trials similar to those in our experiment would reveal that they repeat the decision process upon observing the alternative stimulus after the first has been rejected. Certainly, Markov process models (e.g., Bower, 1959) would not predict indiscriminate choice of the alternative. If either of the transition probabilities to the absorbing states (match response and trial termination) is very la'rge (in an easy discrimination one will be large and the other small), then only one switch may be observed. In such conditions, test trials may be necessary to reveal the actual switching strategy. There may be other ways to change the transition probabilities in order to further test the switching strategies. Consider what would happen if the discrimination used in Experiment 1 was made more difficult. The pigeons could no longer attend to gross hue differences and would have to discriminate find shades of hue in order to correctly match and obtain reward. Thus, their criterion for accepting a stimulus as a match might become stricter, with the consequence that they would be less likely to make the transition to a match response and would make more switches. To this end, the same pigeons were tested under a more difficult discrimination in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
The stimuli used for training in Experiment 2 were considerably more difficult to discriminate than those in Experiment 1. The purpose of training on this more difficult discrimination was to determine whether the pigeons' match criteria would become stricter and result in more switches between comparison stimuli.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were the same three White Cartieaux pigeons used in Experiment 1; they were maintained under the same conditions as in Experiment 1.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The three pigeons in this experiment were given extensive retraining on the more difficult discrimination before being tested. The training and testing conditions for Experiment 2 were identical to those in Experiment 1 except that on training trials the incorrect comparison stimulus was separated from the sample stimulus (and the correct comparison stimulus) by only 25 hue-discrimination steps. This amounted to an average wavelength separation of 32 nm, whereas it had been 57 nm in the easier discrimination.
The subjects were trained to make this more difficult discrimination by gradually decreasing the hue difference between the incorrect and correct comparison stimuli. This was done on an individual basis for each pigeon, and it was done slowly enough to maintain as high accuracy as possible (approximately 80% correct). All preliminary training sessions were 176 trials. The numbers of sessions on this more difficult discrimination before testing were 12 for Pigeon P4263, 13 for Pigeon P4946, and 29 for Pigeon P5144. At least six of these sessions were devoted to training at the final hue difference of 25 discrimination steps before testing. Each pigeon performed to a criterion of 80% correct or better on the session prior to testing. At least three retraining sessions separated the two test sessions.
Results
The results are shown in Figure 3 . Training trial performance, although not the data of major interest, shows that there is a slight increase (66% vs. 62%) to choose the first observed comparison stimulus and a slight increase to make more reobservations (2 and 3 switches). As in Experiment 1, Pigeons P4263 and P5144 each observed the left comparison first on 99% of the trials, and Pigeon P4946 observed the right comparison first on 99% of the trials. As in the easier discrimination, error rates to the first comparison were proportionally high.
The most important results from this experiment are the test trial results. Generally speaking, a comparison of Figures 2 and 3 reveals that the 0-switch category (responses to the first observed comparison) decreases and the others increase. A paired comparison test revealed significantly more switching in the difficult than in the easy discrimination, 18.2, />« .001.
Discussion
Results of Experiment 2 provide further evidence that pigeons do not indiscriminately peck the alternative when a match to the first observed comparison has been rejected. Some "match" rule is applied to the second observed comparison stimulus and possibly to all reobservations (two or more switches) as well. The results also indicate that this match rule can be manipulated by changing the discrimination difficulty. The pigeons were stricter about what they would accept as a match (in order to correctly perform on training trials), and this strictness resulted in more switching on test trials than in Experiment 1. Although not shown here, these trends to more switching were shown to be reversible when the discrimination was made easy once again. This manipulability of their match acceptance argues for match criteria delimiting a hue range. A comparison stimulus which produces a stimulus effect within this range will be accepted as a Figure 3 . Results from a difficult discrimination in a delayed matching-to-sample task (Experiment 2) plotted as the proportion of trials on which the pigeons made different numbers of switches between the comparison stimuli before choosing (pecking) one of them and terminating the trial. (On training trials, the switch proportions for correct and incorrect choices sum to 1.00. On test trials, the comparison stimuli do not match the sample stimulus and are equally spaced from it. The switch proportions are separately computed for each of the three categories,)
match. If such a match rule is uniformly applied to all comparison observations and reobservations, then the results can be modeled by a Markov process rule. A general model for these results is considered after some additional experiments on the processes involved in simultaneous matching to sample. The purpose of extending this analysis to simultaneous matching is to determine how the presence of the sample during a matching trial will influence the pigeons' matching strategies and the manipulability of their match criteria.
Experiment 3
The training and test stimuli used in Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 3 to test the matching strategies of a different group of pigeons for which the sample stimulus was present throughout the matching trial: simultaneous matching to sample (SMTS).
Method
Subjects. The subjects were four 15-yr old White Carneaux pigeons from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant in Sumter, South Carolina. Their weights and living conditions were the same as those for the subjects in Experiments 1 and 2. They had extensive prior experience in the simultaneous matching task, a minimum of 750 daily sessions with training trials composed from the 88 different wavelengths used in this experiment.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Procedure. The training and testing conditions were identical to those of Experiment 1 except that the observing-response requirement was 4 instead of 8 sec and the first center-key peck following the expiration of the observing-response requirement displayed the two comparison side-key stimuli while leaving the sample stimulus displayed. Thus, all three stimuli, the two comparison stimuli and the sample stimulus, were displayed simultaneously during the choice period. Figure 4 . On training trials, the pigeons chose the first observed stimulus 55% of the time (sum of correct and incorrect 0-switch categories), somewhat less of a tendency to choose the first observed comparison than their delayed matching counterparts. Very few errors were made. Pigeons P285 and P378 observed the left comparison first 97% and 93% of the time, respectively. Pigeons P255 and P381 observed the right comparison first 98% and 99% of the time, respectively.
Results

Results of Experiment 3 are shown in
Test trial performance for these simultaneous matching pigeons was very similar to the performance for the delayed-matching pigeons in Experiment 1. On small-hue-difference test trials (11 hue-discrimination steps), they pecked the first observed comparison stimulus 91% of the time. On moderate-hue-difference test trials (22 discrimination steps), the amount of comparison stimulus switching increased significantly, f(3) = 5.99, p < .01. This trend continued; there was significantly more switching on larger than on moderate-hue-difference test trials, *(3) = 6.47, p < .01.
One difference between simultaneous and delayed matching is that in the simultaneous matching task, pigeons can reobserve the sample stimulus at any time during the trial. Figure 5 shows the extent to which they dp make these sample reobservations. Each pigeon was scored as having made a sample reobservation if it pecked the center key or made an air peck directly in front of the center key. Such a scoring system is probably a conservative estimate of sample reobservations, because sample responses are not necessarily made when the pigeon sees the stimulus. The delayed matching pigeons never made such responses toward the dark center key, so it seems safe to assume that they are under control of the sample stimulus.
Sample reobservations are plotted as a function of the opportunity to make them (Anger, 1956) . Pigeons only rarely make as many as six switches in a single trial, but when they do (opportunity), do they make a sample reobservation? If six switches were made on a particular trial, then there are, of course, six opportunities to make sample reobservations; all of these opportunities are incorporated into the appropriate histograms in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that their likelihood of making sample responses decreases as the number of switches increases for both training and test trials. In addition, the pigeons almost always switched to the alternative comparison stimulus after a sample reobservation; they rarely returned to the same comparison stimulus.
Discussion
One of the important results from this experiment is that simultaneous-matching pigeons seem to employ the same basic strategies as delayed-matching pigeons: They observed the stimuli individually; they oriented to a preferred side; they switched back and forth between the comparison stimuli on test trials, and the amount of switching was a function of the degree of mismatch between the sample and the test comparisons.
The simultaneous matching (SMTS) pigeons switched more than their delayed matching (DMTS) counterparts on moderate-and large-hue-difference test trials, F(l, 5) = 1.66,/> > .10; F(l, 5) -20.3, p « .001; F(l, 5) = 10.6, p « .001 for small-, moderate-, and large-hue-difference test trials, respectively. This suggests that the same hue differences were less likely to meet the match criteria of the SMTS pigeons than those of the DMTS pigeons. It is interesting that the SMTS pigeons review the sample about two thirds of the time on the first switch. This reviewing behavior may indicate why these pigeons switch more than DMTS pigeons and may account for faster SMTS matching acquisition than DMTS matching acquisition. Does this larger amount of switching mean stricter criteria, better detectability, or both for the SMTS pigeons as opposed to the DMTS pigeons? An attempt to answer this question with the aid of a model is made in General Discus- Figure 4 . Results from an easy discrimination in a simultaneous matching-to-sample task (Experiment 3) plotted as the proportion of trials on which the pigeons made different numbers of switches between the comparison stimuli before choosing (pecking) one of them and terminating the trial. (On training trials, the switch proportions for correct and incorrect choices sum to 1 .00. On test trials, the comparison stimuli do not match the sample stimulus and are equally spaced from it. The switch proportions are separately computed for each of the three categories.)
sion, but first we present results that show that match criteria are manipulable in SMTS as in DMTS. Experiment 4 The purpose of Experiment 4 was to determine whether or not a more difficult discrimination for the simultaneous matching pigeons would produce changes similar to those observed for the delayed matching pigeons in the more difficult discrimination.
Method
Subjects. The subjects, their maintenance, and their environment were the same as in Experiment 3.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as it was previously.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as it was in Experiment 3, a simultaneous matching-to-sample task, except that the pigeons were trained and tested on a more difficult discrimination in Experiment 4 than in Experiment 3. For all four pigeons, the training-trial hue difference was abruptly reduced from 44 discrimination steps to 30 discrimination steps without any apparent performance changes, and then it was gradually reduced (on an individual basis) to a hue difference of 20 discrimination steps (or 26 nm on the average). A hue difference of 20 discrimination steps was a discrimination at which all subjects met the 80% criterion performance before testing, but it was still a comparatively difficult discrimination so that it would likely affect their match criteria. The numbers of 176 training-trial pretest sessions on the more difficult discrimination were 12 for Pigeon P255, 21 for Pigeon P285, 10 for Pigeon P378, and 20 for Pigeon P381. They spent a minimum of nine of these sessions on the final difference of 20 hue-discrimination steps prior to the first test session, and five training sessions on the average between the two test sessions.
Results
The results are shown in Figure 6 . There was more switching on small-and moderatehue-difference test trials in the difficult than in the easy discrimination, t(7) = 4.42, p < .01, paired comparison test. However, all four pigeons decreased the number of switches on large-hue-difference test trials, j(3) = 3.27, p < .05, and these were the only instances of fewer switches on the difficult than on the easy discrimination. These trends, apparent from a comparison of Figures 4 and 6, are similar in many respects to the trends revealed by the DMTS pigeons.
Although switching decreased on largeas opposed to moderate-hue-difference test trials, the pigeons nevertheless switched more in all three test trial categories than the DMTS pigeons in the difficult discrimination, F(l, 5) = 4.7, /><.01; F(l, 5) = 11.9, p « .001; F(l, 5) = 7.6, p < .001 for small-, moderate-, and large-hue-difference test trials, respectively.
ISimflar to the results from Experiment 3, Pigeons P285 and P378 each observed the left comparison first 95% of the time. Pigeons P255 and P381 observed the right comparison first 97% and 99%, respectively.
Most of the errors (87%) occurred as choices of the first observed comparison stimulus. Similar error percentages were shown for the DMTS pigeons performing at a similar level of correct performance. So here, too, the vast majority of errors occurred as the result of falsely accepting as a match the first observed comparison stimulus, even when the pigeons in this experiment could review the sample stimulus before making their choice.
These pigeons did indeed review the sample stimulus, as shown in Figure 7 . Like Figure 5 , this is a plot of mean percentage sample "pecks" per opportunity. Like those shown in Figure 5 , these pigeons in this more difficult discrimination showed a decline in their tendency to review the sample stimulus as they made more switches between the comparison stimuli. Notice, however, the curious result that they always reviewed the
Training Trl«li
Tail Triali Figure 6 . Results from a difficult discrimination in a simultaneous matching-to-sample task (Experiment 4) plotted as the proportion of trials on which the pigeons made different numbers of switches between the comparison stimuli before choosing (pecking) one of them and terminating the trial. (On training trials, the switch proportions for correct and incorrect choices sum to 1.00. On test trials, the comparison stimuli do not match the sample stimulus and are equally spaced from it. The switch proportions are separately computed for each of the three categories.) sample before making an error following the second switch.
Discussion
The more difficult discrimination had similar effects on the SMTS pigeons as it did on the DMTS pigeons. It appears that their criteria as to what they would accept as a match became more strict. This is shown by the increased switching on small-and moderate-hue-difference test trials. The lack of a similar trend on large-hue-difference test trials is not entirely surprising because even under the easy discrimination these stimuli only seldom met the match criteria. The opposite trend (decreased switching) may be indicative of some different strategy operating here.
The physical stimuli on test trials were Figure 7 . Percentage of time, on the average, that pigeons in the simultaneous matching task with a difficult discrimination pecked the sample stimulus key or made an air-peck toward it during switches between observations of the comparison stimuli. Percentages were computed by dividing the number of sample stimulus reobservations in each category by the number of times the pigeon had made that number of switches or more, hence opportunity.) identical in Experiments 3 and 4; the only difference was that the pigeons had to make a more difficult discrimination on training trials. Thus, performance changes to these stimuli probably were criteria changes. It seems that the pigeons enter each choice period of a trial with criteria for accepting stimuli as a match and that the stimuli are rejected if they do not meet these criteria. If the training-trial discrimination is difficult, then the pigeons have to attend to small hue differences in order to avoid accepting a stimulus as a match which actually does not match the sample stimulus. If their criteria are not strict enough and almost any stimulus first observed qualifies as a match, then they will have a very strong position preference (they observe one side first) and will be very close to chance performance. These important findings about the way in which the pigeons performed the matching task combine to form the basis of a model that can be cast into mathematical terms. This model is the topic of General Discussion.
General Discussion Theoretical Considerations
These experiments allow the pigeons' matching performance to be conceptualized in the following way. The pigeon, following its observation of the sample stimulus, orients either to the right or the left and observes that side-key comparison stimulus. It almost always orients in the same direction. If the comparison is judged to match the sample, then it pecks it. If not, it switches to the alternative comparison and repeats the decision process. How it makes the match decision can be conceptualized by a criterion cut-off on a stimulus-effects scale of hue. If the comparison hue is to the sample side of the cut-off, then it will be accepted as a match. The strictness or laxness of this criterion is determined, in part, by the discrimination difficulty.
These decision processes and the variables involved are diagrammed in Figure 8 in terms much like those employed in signal detection theory. Each physical wavelength stimulus produces a psychological effect of hue which varies somewhat from trial to trial because the state of the subject is always in constant fluctuation. From many trials these hue effects form a distribution that may be normal in form, like those shown in Figure  8 . Probability density is a measure of the expected frequency for the various stimulus effects elicited by a particular wavelength. The matching (left) and nonmatching (right) distributions overlap, and the degree to which these distributions overlap is a measure of the subject's ability to discriminate the stimuli. If they are very close together, then they are similar in hue; if they are distant, then they are different in hue. The
Dlitrlbutlon of Stimulus EtlBcti from the Matching Compirlion
Distribution of Stimulus Effects from the matching Comparison
Correctly Rejects as MatchCorrect Negative match criterion is a critical value of hue and is represented in Figure 8 as a vertical line; any stimulus that produces a hue effect to the right of the line is rejected as a match, and any one to the left is accepted as a match. The relative areas of each distribution, cut by the criterion line, represent the probability that the pigeons will make match/reject decisions for that particular wavelength. The middle panel shows the proportions of correct decisions; the lower panel shows the proportions of incorrect decisions. By inspecting this diagram, one can work out the effect of making the discrimination more difficult. The right-hand distribution would by definition move to the left, and since the criterion would not immediately move, the false-alarm rate would be greater. Thus, the pigeons would more often accept as a match the incorrect comparison stimulus. After some training, the criterion would move to minimize false alarms. As the criterion moves to the left, the false-negative rate would increase, but false negatives do not produce matching errors directly, only switching errors. There is a reasonable chance that the pigeons would switch back and eventually be correct on that same trial.
Scale of Stimulus Effects
Assumptions Distributions of stimulus effects.
It is assumed that each physical stimulus (wavelength) in this experiment produces a psychological effect (hue) which varies somewhat with each presentation to form a distribution. These distributions are shown to be normal in form, but normality is not a crucial assumption (Egan, 1975) . The relevant stimulus-effects scale is hue because wavelengths of monochromatic light are used. The wavelengths were selected to be equal hue distances (Wright, 1972 (Wright, , 1974 (Wright, , 1978 . Equal hue distances add credibility to the assumption of symmetrical match criteria.
Match criteria. It is assumed that pigeons adopt match criteria, which are critical values of hue. Because the incorrect comparison may be longer or shorter in wavelength than the sample wavelength, there are usually two match criteria, one for each possibility. The two criteria lines are assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the stimulus-effects distribution of the sample stimulus and matching comparison stimulus. This symmetry assumption is reasonable because the incorrect comparison possibilities are equal hue distances from the sample. This is not a critical, but only a simplifying, assumption; any asymmetry (if properly documented) could be depicted as different proportional areas.
Individual stimulus observations. The stimuli are individually observed. Switches in observation are made between the comparison stimuli, not between the sample and one comparison which might be possible (but did not occur) in SMTS. These are not really assumptions but rather are conclusions from observing the pigeons in the experiments. However, they may be assumptions for extending the model to other MTS results.
Decision-process repetition. The first observed comparison is evaluated according to the particular match criteria selected for that trial. If a match is rejected, the second comparison is evaluated, a possible return to the first, and so on, until a match is made. On normal matching trials (e.g., training trials), the same match criteria are applied on each observation. This is the Markov assumption of path independence, unchanging probabilities no matter how many (or few) switches are made. A corollary is that there is no forgetting. However, on trials in which both comparisons grossly mismatch the sample (e.g., some test trials), it is assumed that the pigeons may relax their match criteria and apply these new probabilities in the Markovian fashion, as before, until a match is achieved.
The Model
The model is quite simple and straightforward, and it involves only a little algebra. Given proportions for correctly and incorrectly making the match response (hits and false alarms, respectively), one can compute the probabilities that the pigeon will terminate the trial after any number of switches, and whether it will be correct or incorrect. Figure 9 is an example of the computing formulas for correct and incorrect performance as a function of observation switches for trials containing a green sample stimulus and a red incorrect comparison. Computations would be the same for red sample trials if all the g's were changes to r's and vice versa. Different shadings identify the separate areas of these distributions delimited by the criteria lines. These areas are identified by a capital letter and a small letter. The capital letter refers to the typical human color name applied to the stimulus, e.g., red (R), and the small letter refers to the momentary color or hue perceived. Thus, Rr means a red stimulus perceived as red, Rg means a red stimulus perceived as green, Gr means a green stimulus perceived as red, Gg means a green stimulus perceived as green, and Gb means a green stimulus perceived as blue. The two comparison stimuli in this example are green and red, but the blue stimulus-effects distribution is shown (dashed curve) because it appears on other trials and a match criterion is adopted with regard to it. When the sample is observed, there is no way to tell which incorrect one (red or blue) will be used. Presumably the subject must be prepared for either, and Roitblat (1980) found evidence that preparation is made during the sample observation or slightly thereafter.
The probabilities of being correct and incorrect for zero to three switches are shown in the table in Figure 9 . The factor 1/2 means that there is a 50/50 chance of first observing the correct green comparison (instead of the incorrect red one). The conditional probability of a trial termination after a particular number of switches is the row sum (the correct plus incorrect rate) for that number of switches. The overall correct rate (or incorrect rate) is the appropriate column sum.
The probability that this first observed green comparison will be accepted as a match is Gg. The probability that the pigeon will make one switch and be correct (1/2 RrGg) is the probability that the incorrect comparison will be first observed (1/2), times the probability (Rr) that it will be correctly rejected as match, times the probability (Gg) that the other comparison (green) will be accepted as a match. One more example will be considered which is the probability of an error after three switches: 1/2 (Gr + Gb) X Rr X (Gr + Gb) X Rg. The pigeon first observes the (correct) green comparison, but incorrectly rejects it as a match with a probability (Gr + Gb). It then observes the red comparison on the other side and correctly rejects it as a match with a probability (Rr). It next reobserves the correct green comparison, but once again rejects it as a match with probability (Gr + Gb). It then switches back to the red comparison, and this time perceives it as green and incorrectly accepts it as a match with a probability (Rg). There are similar equations for even more switches than shown in Figure 9 . Theoretically any number of switches is possible, but the probabilities quickly become small in most cases. As the number of switches approaches infinity, for example, the probability of being correct, P(C), on a green sample trial with an incorrect red comparison will converge on: Figure 9 . Hypothetical distributions of stimulus effects from the comparison stimuli. (The letters are abbreviations for the human color names: red, green, and blue. Capital letters refer to the stimuli themselves, whereas the lowercase letters refer to the psychological perception of the stimuli. Capital and lowercase dyads refer to particular portions of each distribution delimited by the criteria lines. The dashed distribution is for the stimulus effects of the blue comparison, which was not actually present during the trial but which frequently is present on other trials with the same green sample stimulus.) numbered switches with the green comparison first observed and the second term of the sum is for odd-numbered switches with the red comparison first observed. The two series are of the form a + ar + ar 1 . . . ar" and will converge on a/( 1 -r) as n -> oo (Taylor, 1959, p. 462) , where r = (Gr + Gb) Rr, and a = 1/2 Gg for one series and 1/2 RrGg for the other series. This is a Markov process model of the form, random walk with absorbing barriers (see Atkinson, Bower, & Crothers, 1965; Bower, 1959, particularly Model B; Spence, 1960; Still, 1976) . In random-walk-model terms, comparison stimulus observations are intermediary states between the sample observation and the comparison choice (absorbing barrier). The transition probability from a sample observation state to comparison observation state is close to unity for the preferred side (some pigeons have a right preference and others a left one). Observation switches occur between the side stimuli. Although the SMTS pigeons reobserved the sample regularly between switches, they rarely returned to the same side before observing the comparison on the alternative side. Atkinson et al. (1965, p. 184) criticized the general usefulness of random-walk models because of their lack of what they called "representation" theory, i.e., representing the states and transition probabilities in terms of the experimental procedures and the behavior of the subjects. The model developed in this article, however, is closely tied to observations of the pigeons' movements, the contingencies of the experimental setting, and the psychophysics of the detections required.
The Model and Training Trial Performance in the Delayed Matching Task
Distributions of stimulus effects, shown in the figures to follow, represent the collective distributions of stimulus effects for the 88 different wavelengths used as sample and 208 ANTHONY A. WRIGHT AND STEPHEN F. SANDS comparison stimuli. This is a reasonable representation because the distribution for each stimulus is probably identical on a hue scale of stimulus effects, and the two possible incorrect stimuli on each trial were selected according to the pigeon's hue disciminability (Wright, 1972 (Wright, , 1974 (Wright, , 1978 to be the same hue distance from the sample stimulus, and the same distance for all of the 88 different sample stimuli.
The individual results for the three pigeons in the delayed matching task were similar to one another and therefore were averaged across subjects. The parameters, hits (e.g., Gg) and correct negatives (e.g., Rr) were estimated from the average correct rate on zero and one observation switch, respectively. Other parameters are easily computed from these two values. The Gg parameter fixes the criteria lines relative to the correct comparison distribution, and the Rr parameter fixes the incorrect comparison distributions relative to the criteria lines. The results of these parameter estimations for the easy and difficult DMTS discriminations are shown in the left-and right-hand panels of Figure 10 , respectively. Only one incorrect comparison is presented on each training trial. The other possible incorrect comparison distribution is included in the figure because its presence makes clearer why there should be the left-hand criterion line. The model accounts for both sets, of data quite well. The obtained-predicted correspondence for correct performance is very good, but admittedly some of this good correspondence results from the parameter estimation method. Correspondence for incorrect performance is also very good, and this correspondence has not been forced by the parameter estimation method. Table 2 shows the results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit tests on the cumulative trial termination probability, conditional upon an incorrect response. In both tests, the simple Markov process model fits very well.
There are three major outcomes revealed by this modeling of the DMTS data which highlight some of the strengths of this theory combining signal detection theory (SDT) with a random-walk model: (a) The DMTS strategy was Markovian. (b) As the discrimination was made more difficult, the two distributions moved closer to one another. In SDT parlance, d' (a measure of distance between the distribution means) decreased, (c) As the discrimination was made more difficult, the criteria lines moved closer to one another (the right-hand panel of Figure  10 shows this graphically), showing that the Figure 10 . Average performance and model predictions for the pigeons in the delayed matching-tosample task in Experiment 1 with an easy discrimination and in Experiment 2 with a difficult discrimination. (The match criteria were placed symmetrically with regard to the distribution of stimulus effects for the correct comparison in order to fit the choice proportion for the 0-switch category on correct trials. The distributions of stimulus effects for the correct and incorrect comparisons were then positioned relative to the criteria lines in order to fit the correct choice proportion for the 1-switch category.) Note. Sample size was 180 for the easy discrimination and 275 for the difficult discrimination. The asterisk denotes maximum difference (</ max ) between predicted and obtained.
model also indicates that the pigeons used stricter match criteria in the difficult discrimination than in the easy discrimination.
The Model and Test, Trial Performance in the Delayed Matching Task
Test trials are unusual trials from the standpoint of a matching rule. They are "impossible" trials in the sense that there is no physical match provided and no reward available. A more exact understanding of the pigeons' matching rules (strategies) may be revealed by pushing the rules to their limits through test trials, even though the strategies themselves may break down at some point.
Test trial results were modeled by making the reasonable assumption that the pigeons enter each test trial employing the same match criteria used on that session's training trials. The sample stimulus cannot itself indicate a test trial; all test-trial sample stimuli were also used twice as training-trial sample stimuli. Even the first observed comparison will probably not be revealing; large-huedifference test-trial comparisons mismatch the sample by the same hue distance (44 steps) as the incorrect training-trial comparison in the easy discrimination.
Modeling of the average DMTS test trial performance is shown in Figures 11 and 12 . Sample stimulus-effects distributions are indicated by dashed lines because the sample was removed before the pigeons made their comparison choices. The comparison stimuli distributions were positioned relative to the match criteria by estimating the probability of test comparison choices from the obtained 0-switch proportion; for example, on moderate-hue-difference test trials ( Figure 11 ) the 0-switch proportion is .697. Seventy percent of the distribution is placed between the criteria lines. The predicted 1-switch proportion is the probability of a match rejection on the first comparison observation (1.000 -.697) times the probability of an acceptance on the second comparison observation (.697), or .303 X .697 = .211.
The model accounts well for small-huedifference test-trial results using the same criteria as those employed on training trials. Table 3 (bottom) shows the cumulative trial-termination probabilities for successive switch classes on small-hue-difference test trials. The predicted values in neither case deviate significantly from those obtained. However, on large-hue-difference test trials, and in one instance (difficult discrimination) on moderate-hue-difference test trials, the model values using training-trial criteria are significantly different (p -^ .0001) from the obtained values. These instances, in which the predicted and obtained differ, represent, it will be argued, changes in the subjects' match criteria.
Criteria changes are intuitively reasonable. The pigeons, faced with an unsolvable problem in which both comparison stimuli grossly mismatch the sample, may be making a compromise between accuracy and effort. If there were no compromise (criteria shifts), then in the difficult discrimination on large-hue-difference test trials we would have expected one occurrence of 21 or more switches and, of course, more occurrences of slightly fewer numbers of switches. This would have been an extremely effortful and time-consuming process. The largest number of switches observed was only seven. From the strictly quantitative standpoint, a discrimination change (moving the distributions closer) could have accomplished the modeling, but this is not intuitively reasonable because the stimuli did not change. Likewise, the pigeons do not seem to change their basic Markovian rule and, for example, terminate the trial to get out of the test situation. However, such strategies could be thought of as extreme criteria shifts. Their criteria do change after the first switch, which is the earliest that a gross mismatch of both comparison stimuli can be detected. Switches do not cease at this point (trialtermination strategy), but rather the matching strategy continues to be Markovian (extended Markovian perhaps) only with more lax match criteria.
Similar evidence to the pigeons' criteria changes was obtained from rats in single choice-point mazes (Still, 1976) . Still found that when vicarious trial and error (VTE) was measured for both head turns and for head-in-arm responses, the transition probabilities to the absorbing states (arm choice) changed. These too may represent criteria changes due to the greater commitment by the rat when its head is in the arm than when it is just looking down the arm. The results could have been modeled by transition state changes equivalent to criteria changes (Still, 1976) , whereas the three models considered (two of them being Bower's, 1959, Models A and B) failed. The Markov process analysis was useful because it identified the locus and degree of strategy change (transition state probability changes) associated with these different VTE behaviors. These different VTE behaviors had been previously described (Mandler, 1968) , along with their relative change during training, but (to our knowledge) had not been quantitatively tested in that manner. Table 3 shows that with one criteria change the predicted values fit the obtained quite well. An examination of Table 3 shows that in order to fit the data well, the criteria Note. Sample size was 144 (three subjects, two sessions each). DMTS = delayed matching to sample. The asterisk denotes maximum difference (rf mM ) between predicted and obtained.
shift must occur on the first switch. If the pigeons waited until the second switch (in order to look at the first comparison again), then in all three of the cases in Table 3 the model would have failed. The calculations for criteria shifts are quite easy; for example, in the easy discrimination on large-hue-difference test trials, the obtained 0-switch proportion is .210. Consequently, its reject proportion is 1.000 -.210, or .790. The obtained 1-switch proportion is .513. The new accept proportion (after criteria changes) will be that number which when multiplied by .790 equals .513, or .513 -r .790 = .649. Thus, the predicted 2-switch proportion is .790 X (1.000-.649) X .649 = .180. Figures 11 and 12 show that the distributions are close together on small-hue-different test trials and progressively pull apart for moderate-and large-hue-difference test trials. These distribution changes, which occur in a manner that is expected from the psychophysics of the experiment, are important for the validity of the model. It is interesting that in the difficult discrimination the criteria changes were greater for the large-hue-difference than for moderate-huedifference test trials. In the easy discrimination, there was no criteria change on moderate-hue-difference test trials; this possibly means that these mismatches were not as gross in the context of the differences important on training trials. Taken together, these results may mean that criteria change is a graded process and that it has a threshold for elicitation.
The Model and Test Trial Performance in the Simultaneous Task
The four pigeons in the simultaneous matching task had the sample stimulus present throughout the matching trial, and the sample stimulus-effects distribution is shown by a solid line rather than a dashed one. The model predictions and the performance of the pigeons in both the easy and difficult discriminations are shown in Figure 13 . Similar to the DMTS modeling, the model parameters were chosen by using the same match criteria that the pigeons had employed on training trials, and then the match acceptance parameter (and, consequently, the relative position of the two comparison distributions) was estimated from the 0-switch performance.
There are many similarities to the modeling of DMTS performance: (a) The distributions of stimulus effects are close together for small-hue-difference test trials and progressively separate as the hue difference increases, (b) The pigeons adopted stricter criteria in the difficult discrimination than they did in the easy discrimination, (c) A shift to more lax criteria was made on moderate-and large-hue-difference test trials.
The shift to more lax criteria was made in two steps, however, rather than a single one as in DMTS. Figure 13 shows that on large-hue-difference test trials "there is a progressive increase in the obtained frequency from the 0-switch through 2-switch categories, and a progressive decline thereafter. By contrast, the random-walk model predicts only a progressive decline; the 0-switch category should be most numerous. Each switch adds to the probability expression (see Figure 9 ) a multiplicative term that is less than 1.0. Specifically, the frequency of switches should be geometrically distributed (Atkinson et al. 1965, p. 160) . Table 4 shows that on small-hue-difference test trials there are no criteria changes. The pigeons persist with their original Markov probabilities (the ones used on training trials), and the fit is very good.
On moderate-and large-hue-difference test trials, however, the predicted and obtained values greatly differ when there is no criteria change. They relinquish their original probabilities and relax their match criteria. Otherwise, it would have been an arduous process indeed; we would have expected to have observed at least one trial with 35 or more switches out of the number of trials observed. The moderate-hue-difference test-trial results are fit well (p > .80) by one criteria change, but large-hue-difference ones are not similarly well fit (p <£ .001). Two criteria changes are required to fit these latter cases, and even then the fit is not very good in the difficult discrimination. It should be remembered when evaluating the effects of these test trials on this MTS model that they are anomalous matching trials. They may serve to highlight certain normal matching processes, but they may also introduce new processes of which criteria shifts may be an example. Pigeons may be in substantial conflict with their adopted strategies when faced with gross mismatches in both comparison stimuli. Unlike their DMTS counterparts for which the sample has been removed, SMTS pigeons can recheck the sample. Figures 5 and 7 show that they do recheck the sample during their first and second switches. However, they also recheck the sample on small-huedifference test trials, almost as much as on larger ones, but they do not relax their match criteria. They stick to their original Markov Figure 13 . Average performance and model predictions on test trials for the four pigeons in the simultaneous matching-to-sample task (Experiments 3 and 4).
strategy, which indicates that the degree of mismatch may play some part in their criteria changes. There is no hint of a second criteria change for the DMTS subjects (Figures 11 and 12) . This difference in the number of criteria changes may be one of the important strategy differences (possibly the difference) between simultaneous and delayed matching performance.
Concluding Remarks
Most experimental settings of matchingto-sample tasks have the stimuli displayed directly on the pecking keys. In these situations slight head movements, possibly accompanied by the slight eye movements that pigeons make, are all that are required for a pigeon to switch from observing one comparison stimulus to observing the alternative comparison stimulus. The pigeon makes these movements so rapidly that observations of the pigeons in the experimental setting would not necessarily lead one to conclude that they were making individual and absolute judgments of them. Schrier and Povar (1979) showed with eye-movement recordings that monkeys in similar settings view the stimuli individually and engage in VTE. The data from the present four experiments come from an experimental setting in which the pigeons had to move in front of the side pecking keys in order to observe the comparison stimuli. This arrangement provided discrete observing movements by the pigeons which could be observed, photographed, and analyzed. The same processes, mechanisms, and strategies apparent in our matching setting may be operating in all matching settings, and the model presented in this article may also adequately account for matching in other settings.
Early in choice discrimination training, pigeons (and rats) typically develop strong position preferences and acquire the task as these position preferences are relinquished. Very lax criteria would result in strong position preferences because all comparison stimuli would meet the match criteria. Restricting the criteria may occur long before it effects the outcome, particularly with closely spaced stimuli (the learning-performance distinction). A position-preference Note. Sample size was 192 (four subjects, two sessions each). SMTS = simultaneous matching to sample. The asterisk denotes maximum difference (rf mas ) between predicted and obtained.
shift from, say, the right to the left side key may result from a tightening of the criteria for the first observed comparison stimulus and from a loosening of the criteria for the second observed comparison stimulus. Pigeons in a simultaneous matching task may have an advantage over their delayed counterparts because they can better minimize false alarms (errors) by relaxing the match criteria twice instead of once. A small initial performance advantage might feed back upon itself to foster a more rapid adjustment to appropriate criteria values and produce the large performance difference observed.
Our experience with matching research with pigeons is that any change or disruption in the task, chamber, or stimuli will cause an increase in position preference and a concomitant performance decrement. This position preference is likely the result of a change to more lax criteria. Novel stimuli can have the same result. Thus, attempts to discover evidence for a generalized matching concept may fail. The pigeon upon seeing the novel sample stimulus may adopt match criteria that do not sufficiently minimize false alarms, and consequently it will choose comparison stimuli that do not match the sample stimulus. This theoretical scheme incorporates the coding hypothesis of Gumming et al. (1965) if the concept of a code is translated into "appropriate match criteria." Pigeons might require experience and practice with novel stimuli in order to adopt appropriate match criteria and accurately match. They may initially employ criteria appropriate only for the old familiar stimuli and thus choose the familiar comparison instead of the correct novel comparison, a result supporting Premack's (1978) absolute responding hypothesis. The appropriate criteria are by definition appropriate only for a specific stimulus. Thus, this theoretical scheme also incorporates the hypothesis of Carter and Eckerman (1975) by predicting performance that can be cast into specific "if. . . then . . ." rules. On the other hand, it seems possible that pigeons might be capable of applying sufficiently strict criteria to a completely novel (orthogonal) stimulus such that only its identity would be chosen. Stated thus, it is a bias problem, not one of limits on pigeon intelligence or other capabilities. The experimental outcomes need to be made sufficiently rewarding (or punishing) so that the consequences of strict criteria (reinforcement density vs. switch effort) will be more desirable than those resulting from lax criteria.
The model proposed in this article is more than a mathematical expression to summarize performance. It is tied directly to overt movements and to the discrimination required: Observe a comparison stimulus; if it meets the match criteria, peck it; if not, switch and repeat the process. This is a simple set of strategies, specified by the model from which many predictions may be derived, which is a departure from current conceptualizations of the pigeons' matching-tosample behavior.
